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ABSTRACT
Social interaction is the most complex challenge in daily life. Inevitably, social robots will encounter interactions that are outside their competence. This raises a basic design question: how can robots fail gracefully in social interaction? The characteristic human response to social failure is embarrassment. Usefully, embarrassment signals both recognition of a problem and typically enlists sympathy and assistance to resolve it. This could enhance robot acceptability and provides an opportunity for interactive learning. Using a speculative design approach we explore how, when and why robots might communicate embarrassment. A series of specially developed cultural probes, scenario development and low-fidelity prototyping exercises suggest that: embarrassment is relevant for managing a diverse range of social scenarios, impacts on both humanoid and non-humanoid robot design, and highlights the critical importance of understanding interactional context. We conclude that embarrassment is fundamental to competent social functioning and provides a potentially fertile area for interaction design.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Psychology; Sociology; • Human-centered computing → User studies; • Computer systems organization → Robotics.
1 INTRODUCTION

Robots are expected to play an increasingly important role in everyday life [71]. Many fundamental challenges still need to be addressed in order to achieve this ambition [93]. One of the most demanding of these challenges is social interaction. People spend approximately a third of their waking hours engaged in conversation [63] and it is the primary environment in which assistive, companion and collaborative robots will operate.

The basic challenges natural interaction poses for robots are well understood [50, 62, 79]. It requires coordinated use of complex multi-person and multi-modal signals with millisecond and millimeter accuracy including: posture, gesture, orientation, head movements, facial expressions, gaze, utterances, vocalizations, touch and even blinks [45]. The meaning of these signals also varies with context. People are sensitive to the specific sequential context of each unfolding interaction, the evolving beliefs and intentions of participants, and to the wider social, moral and ethical norms of the community in which an interaction occurs.

Inevitably, social robots will sometimes fail to meet these challenges. This raises a fundamental design question: how should robots deal with failure? When people encounter problems in an interaction one common response is embarrassment. Embarrassment involves both the individual recognition of a failure and the mutual, social acknowledgment of that failure [33]. Importantly, embarrassment also commonly elicits sympathy and assistance. Conversational partners typically smile or laugh in response to displays of embarrassment and often offer help [53]. This makes embarrassment potentially valuable as a means of improving the acceptance of social robots in everyday life and for facilitating interactive learning to improve robot performance.

Human responses to robot errors, including embarrassment, has received significant attention in the literature [5, 12, 19, 40, 44, 67]. However robot detection or production of embarrassment has only rarely been discussed [1, 27]. How, when and why should robots produce signals of embarrassment in everyday human-robot interaction? Speculative design, introduced by Dunne and Raby [22], provides a valuable, prospective way to explore the possible design responses to these questions.

Speculative design uses design methodologies to construct design fictions. Using this approach, Dunne and Raby illustrated alternative emotional interactions with robots through their project, Technological Dreams series No 1: Robots [21] (see Figure 2). This project shows how our concepts of human-robot interactions(HRI) can be expanded by, for example, creating representations of potential human-like interactions with robots that express emotions such as neediness or hysteria. This project prompts critical reflection on what new types of interdependence and relationships could be created if robots were “subservient, intimate, dependent or equal” to humans [21]. The project explores which simple human interactions and behaviors (e.g., attention seeking, avoidance, or anxiety) would be likely to inspire empathy. The project also shows ways in which a robot could deliver human ‘likeness’ without requiring high levels of morphological or emotional similarity to humans.

This paper presents a speculative design approach to the use of Goffman [34]’s ideas about the importance of embarrassment in human interaction and their potential application in HRI. Goffman proposes that social interactions are primarily concerned with impression management and embarrassment arises when this fails [34]. Individuals can experience this emotion in any interactions involving others. The signals of embarrassment are thought to be universal although the situations in which it is appropriate vary according to cultural norms [33, 53]. Our working assumption is that robots, like people, will never perform perfectly and robotics therefore need to learn from the ways people cope with their mistakes in social interaction using embarrassment displays i.e., specific signals of physiological and behavioral changes such as blushing [25, 26, 33].

We develop a speculative design concept ‘Embarrassed Robots’ to investigate how Goffman’s ideas could be applied in social robotics. What role could embarrassment play in real-life social interactions? What forms of robot expression would convey embarrassment? Furthermore, should robot embarrassment displays be a key part of robot impression management? The investigation is developed in two parts:

(1) A series of cultural probes entitled “Your Embarrassed Robots” to explore people’s perceptions of embarrassment, especially the situational causes of the emotion.

(2) A speculative design workshop, “Do Robots Blush?” to explore what benefits robots would have by signaling embarrassment.

The goal of these investigations is to probe the ways in which robots can be designed to produce and respond to signals of embarrassment. The contributions we aim to provide to the HCI community through this paper are:

- To provide an alternative perspective on the kinds of ‘human-likeness’ that are appropriate when designing non-human object’s capabilities for social interaction.
- To highlight the potential relevance of symbolic interactionism for social robot design and, within this, the way embarrassment functions in our everyday social interactions.
- To develop methods and processes that provide a new framework for designing affective social robots.
- To produce design provocations that explore the potential uses of embarrassment in HRI.

2 BACKGROUND

Two factors inform our approach: 1) the role of embarrassment in social interaction and 2) the use of speculative design to develop social robots. Before considering each of these in more detail it is useful to summarize the wider context of work on HRI.

One intuitive approach to design for HRI is to develop physically anthropomorphic robots (i.e., Humanoid or Android). These robots
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have human-like morphology (e.g., head or limbs) [41, 42, 49, 77] and often some verbal language ability [90]. This gives the systems an intuitively recognizable interface. The effectiveness of humanoid robots for interaction has been investigated in a variety of settings, such as children’s education [47, 86], autism therapy [7, 17, 76, 94], elderly care [15, 74] and driving support [70]. An important problem for these systems is that while their appearance suggests a potentially high level of social or interactional competence the underlying systems often cannot sustain the expectations this generates. One result of this issue is the feeling of creepiness referred to as the uncanny valley where low fidelity humanoid robots are perceived as more acceptable than higher fidelity humanoid robots [16, 29, 55, 61, 69].

Another important approach to HRI has been to focus on affective displays, typically nonverbal facial expressions such as happiness, fear, anger and surprise but also implemented in non-humanoid robots. For example, Breazeal [9] designed the elf-like Kismet robot with a capacity to communicate its motivational system through affective displays and non-verbal vocalizations. The robot could display different behaviors by learning and recognizing people’s emotional expressions. A more recent example that runs counter to this trend is Pepper, an intelligent affective robot from Softbank Robotics [85]. Pepper uses a number of different sensors (e.g., infrared, sonar, laser, bumper, etc.) and a machine vision system to detect facial expressions and the surrounding environment and then communicates through speech and body movements but does not use facial expressions.

Design for HRI often focuses on enhancing robot social environment recognition (e.g., human social behavior, interaction, user’s emotion, etc.) [56]. One reason for this is the relatively restricted use scenarios, in which the robot has often been utilized as either a “persuasive machine” (e.g., in autism therapy) or “avatar” (e.g., in remote communication) [30]. Although more recent interest for developing HRI expands the target social scenarios to daily routine support (e.g., home assistant robot concepts, Bot Care and Bot Air [78]), the primary role of these robots is service provision (e.g., health care, air purification, etc.).

2.1 Embarrassment in Social Interactions

Embarrassment occurs when people unintentionally violate social norms (or rules) in everyday human life [24, 33, 52, 66, 87]. A key feature of embarrassment, and one that distinguishes it from other social emotions such as shame, is that it is the co-presence of others and their (assumed or actual) appraisal of a situation that is the main trigger for experiencing and displaying embarrassment [23, 34, 36, 68, 82]. This locates embarrassment in the social system rather than in the individual [p.108 36]. It also gives embarrassment a foundational importance in social interactions beyond that given to specific expressions of emotion such as smiles and frowns. The threat of embarrassment is constant and people’s desire to avoid it are thought to be universally relevant for all social interactions in all cultures although the specific situations in which embarrassment occurs vary [33].

Goffman, who draws on Cooley’s concept of the looking-glass self [14], conceives of individuals as having two selves in everyday life: the virtual self which is a specific identity formed by idealized expectations of how people want to appear to others and the real self that is formed from the individual’s actual behaviors and other people’s responses to them [34]. The real self poses a threat to the virtual self in all social interactions and consequently there is a constant risk of embarrassment [33]. To cope with this people engage in active “impression management” in order to minimize or reduce embarrassing experiences.

This concept of embarrassment is constitutively social. Scheff [81] characterized the role of embarrassment in Goffman’s view as a defensive “an interactional device” used when individuals behave against their idealized expectations in everyday life. The interactive disruption of idealized social roles is the critical reason for experiencing embarrassment [39, 91] and it provides ways for individuals to demonstrate their overall “[...]commitment to social organization, values and convention” [p.137 46]. It is also through the experience of embarrassment that people can develop their understanding of social rules, such as self control, modesty, manners and privacy [p.239 92].

Embarrassment is manifested in specific interactional moments and associated with particular verbal and non-verbal cues [53]. The characteristic outward signs of embarrassment includes behavioral displays such as aversion of eye contact, shifting gaze, looking down, touching face, smile control, nervous smiling or laughter [e.g., 2, 25, 26, 33, 43, 51]. These responses are associated with physiological changes such as blushing or temperature change [e.g., 83, 84]. Observers can reliably recognize these displays of embarrassment and discriminate them from displays of related emotional expressions (e.g., shame, amusement, guilt) [51, 53]. Displays of embarrassment can help the embarrassed individual’s impression positively [33]. It not only shows the individual’s recognition that they presented an undesirable self but also manifests that individual’s desire remedy the situation [p.270 33].

Embarrassment is also social in the sense that other participants also often reciprocate expressions of embarrassment in response to an actor’s embarrassment [33]. Embarrassed speakers often apologize, use humor, provide an account for their transgression and so do their listeners [64]. Miller [65] demonstrated how observers who witness an individual’s embarrassment respond both cognitively and physiologically.

The potential importance of embarrassment for HCI (sometimes referred to awkwardness or shyness) has been noted for users or audiences interacting with technologies including robots. However, the emotion is often treated as “a secondary concern and surprising finding” rather than an opportunity for design [19]. Most studies see embarrassment as a problem that is diagnostic of uncertainty or anxiety about an interaction [6, 13, 40, 48]. For example, Choi et al. [12] showed that people experience embarrassment more frequently while interacting with the “tele-operated robots”, which were controlled by a human operator rather than autonomous robots. Furthermore, the majority of these studies focus their perspective on human embarrassment rather than the technology’s embarrassment.

Embarrassment can also be a resources for enhancing engagement with technological systems. Some studies have identified embarrassment as a facilitating medium for engaging experience among the players of games [18, 48], and between users and technologies [48]. Choi et al. [12] noted that even though
their participants were more embarrassed interacting with tele-operated robots they also perceived them as more sociable than autonomous robots. Pan and Hamilton [73] also found people perceive virtual characters more positively when they showed behavioral displays of embarrassment. This highlights how embarrassment could be an indicator not of problems but of interactional sophistication.

### 2.2 What Could Robots Do in Our Social Interactions?: Speculative Design and Social Robots

The work presented here crosses the boundaries between speculative design, cognitive psychology and social robotics. Speculative design is a practice, and language that is employed to speculate on and illustrate alternative future scenarios. This design methodology was introduced by Dunne and Raby [22] and has often been referred to as ‘design fiction’ [8] within the HCI community.

Speculative design is a useful methodology for illustrating creative future scenarios, because it mainly deals with ‘unreality’. Since the design method allows for the removal of prejudgment, which is generally based on our experience in real life, it opens up the opportunity to view the ideas presented from a creative perspective [22]. By rejecting the ‘market-forces’ that influence conventional design, whilst still working within reality’s boundary, speculative design offers an alternative but important perspective on the future. Dunne and Raby argue that design plays a critical role in expanding people’s perspective on possible futures [22], we adopt this methodology for speculative design of Embarrassed Robots.

Research in HCI has seen growing interest in speculative design. Lindley and Coulton [57] see it as ‘[...]something that creates a story world [...] prototypes something within that story world’. They note that considering what “something” would be is the critical point in their definition. Markussen and Knutz [60] suggests this design approach may be used for formulating initial concepts or ideas, which can lead to precise articulations through diverse media later.

A speculative designer and design researcher, Auger [3] argues that the method not only shows future scenarios with the possible implications of contemporary technology, but also offers a space to rethink technology itself (see also Lindley and Coulton [58]). Design fiction can be used to explore prototypes of technologies or devices that do not exist and develop plausible future scenarios. A strength of the method is that it provokes discussion on reshaping the possible developmental directions of existing technologies' technical and creative models outside of established narratives about the future.

Although the most obvious approach to human-likeness in interaction for robotics is to use humanoid morphologies or affective expressions, speculative design has explored alternatives based on more abstract concepts of social interaction and their potential application to social robot scenarios. Auger and Loizeau [4]’s Happylife project shows how intelligent technologies at home might create more bonding relationships among the family members (including the technological system itself) through recognizing, signaling and predicting emotional status (see Figure 2). Trujillo [38] addresses how environmental elements could be changed in order to accept the robots as our cohabitants through his project, With Robots (see Figure 2: (top): Technological Dreams series No 1: Robots (top-left) Sentinel: The robot uses retinal scanning technology to authenticate the user via his or her iris scan. The robot requires enough time to complete the scan hence the user needs to hold the robot for a long time. (top-right) The Needy One: the robot is extremely smart but needy; hence it allows the user to maintain a feeling of control (©Dunne and Raby; Photograph by Per Tingleff). (middle): With Robots illustrates home environments that are altered to allow cohabitation with a robot (©Diego Trujillo). (bottom): Happylife shows a family home containing an intelligent machine which recognizes each family member’s emotional status (©Auger and Loizeau).
Figure 2). Instead of focusing on human-like robot mechanics and engineering, Trujillo suggests adapting the living environment to allow robots to easily co-habit with humans (e.g., modified mug handle, the edge of chopping board and plates, etc.). The project raises a critical question for current research in robotics: if we want robots to live with humans, what changes would be needed to follow to accommodate the robots? Usher [89] designed a robot called Pareidolic Robot, whose function is to capture interesting moments within nature (i.e., pareidolia from clouds) that we often miss seeing due to fast-paced life-style patterns. The concept allows people to reflect on their interactions with time and nature, which they may have lost track of. The project suggests an alternative role for robots, one that link us to our environment and the seasonality of nature, instead of only serving or laboring for humans.

3 METHODS

We follow two steps to develop design rationales for Embarrassed Robots: cultural probes and a speculative design workshop. These methods fall broadly within the "participatory design (PD)" approach. The general goal of using PD in design practice is to create possible user scenarios and prototype artifacts through a collaborative design process [20, 38]. Since our aim is to engage people in speculative design, the unfamiliarity of the concept could be communicated more successfully through a provocative PD approach in which we involve people in building the design speculations. Our studies were reviewed and approved by Queen Mary Ethics of Research Committee (reference no: QMREC2016a, QMREC2017a).

Both studies inform ideas about the purpose, role, affective signal and form of the robot. The cultural probes provide the general background on the context and causes of everyday embarrassment. They also explore possible expressions of the emotion that could be applied to an intelligent machine. The speculative design workshop offers an in-depth discussion of the research questions and exploration (through prototyping more detailed designs and scenarios) of the roles embarrassed robots could play in everyday social interactions.

Both studies were conducted at the Design Museum in London as part of a residency program. This provides a natural, gallery context for speculative design [p.140 22] and access to a specific audience who are naturally interested in this approach.

3.1 Your Embarrassed Robots: Cultural Probes

Cultural Probes were introduced by Gaver et al. [31] as a design-led approach to understanding potential users and contexts through their engagement on a given task. The method asks participants to voluntarily share their interpretations on the questions provided through probe materials which are returned to the researcher. The cultural probes process is generally divided into 4 stages (see Figure 3). This research method has been widely used in design research and social science studies as a technique to generate qualitative data.

The aim of the cultural probes developed for this project was firstly to explore people’s perception of sociable affective technology by looking at how they conceptualized and characterized their visualizations of the robots. Second, to understand where they placed robots within their interaction environment by analyzing the social or cultural background contexts.

We designed a series of paper nets (i.e., paper models for a cube, pyramid and hexagon) named “Your Embarrassed Robots” and gave them away to the museum visitors to freely design their embarrassed robots. We wrote three questions next to the title of the probes: What does it look like? What makes it embarrassed? How does it express embarrassment? The first question requests people to design an embarrassed robot using the paper nets provided. We encouraged the use of combinations of patterns and additional materials or drawings in the design of prototypes. In order to answer the second question, people need to think about possible causes of embarrassment. We suggested placing the robot in a social or cultural environment to provide concrete scenarios. Finally, with the third question people could explore their ideas on what kinds of signals could be used to convey robot embarrassment. To return
their ideas, people were asked to take a photo of the robot prototype and send it via email or upload on their Instagram account with a mention of our project account. All instruction to participate as well as the email address and the project Instagram account were printed on the same page of the patterns. The nets were also available to download from our project website. We also held two making workshop sessions, where people could use a drop-in desk space to build the paper prototypes. One of the sessions was held at an art gallery in London as a part of a multidisciplinary symposium, instead of the museum, to collect the ideas from the people who are interested in multidisciplinary research fields.

3.2 Do Robots Blush? Speculative Design Workshop

To investigate an in-depth understanding of the people’s notion of embarrassment and social robots, we used a speculative design workshop. The workshop method encourages a small group of people to learn and share new knowledge and to contribute their ideas on a domain-specific issue. It aims primarily at exploration not generalization and is used here as a way to help develop research questions and shape possible design scenarios rather than generate specific answers [p.72 72]. The making element avoids any technical issues and constraints focusing instead on exploration of contexts and concepts of robot embarrassment and the social, ethical and political implications of intelligent technologies in our everyday life. The outcomes provide clues for building a design rationale for Embarrassed Robots, which requires a critical understanding of what forms and signals could communicate a machine’s embarrassment.

The PD workshop was held in a creative space at the Design Museum. We recruited eight participants (1 female; 7 males) using a pre-ticketing method through the museum’s online promotion. The background of participants varied, which included: academics, research students and practitioners from design engineering, graphic design, product design, critical design, cognitive science, social science and data science.

The workshop was divided into two parts: 1) Lecture Session: a series of introductory talks from experts in cognitive psychology, robotics and design. 2) Design Session: hands-on designing and building one’s own Embarrassed Robots (see Figure 4).

3.2.1 Pre-knowledge sharing. A week prior to the workshop a small preparatory task was sent via email in order to warm-up participants’ interest and their understanding of the workshop topic as well as to help anchor their approach in their own personal context. The task required them to provide two images that represent their ideas on the following statements:

• something that they find embarrassing
• something that another person finds embarrassing

We informed the participants that the images they were to submit could be of an object, a situation or material; they could take place in either public or private spaces, indoors or outdoors, involving or excluding people. The participants were encouraged to submit these images via email by the day preceding the workshop. We printed the submitted images and displayed them in the workshop space. We displayed the images without any reference to the prompting statements. The participants had a moment to view the images at arrival.

3.2.2 Lecture Session. The Lecture Session was planned to help the participant’s understanding of the topic by sharing technical and theoretical perspectives on embarrassment, robotics and design fiction. Two academics from cognitive science and robotics gave overview talks summarizing the social importance of embarrassment and the state-of-the-art in robotics. Two professional designers then presented explorations on the topic with examples from science fiction cinema and previous design projects. Through the experts’ talks, we expected the participants to not only understand the role of embarrassment and social robots in our everyday life, but also to be able to formulate their design ideas for the next session.

3.2.3 Design Session. Participants were asked to construct potential scenarios for living with embarrassed robots, and prototype the robots by exploring material, form, and behavior. The participants were randomly assigned into pairs and asked to work collaboratively. To help the participants enter into the speculative design process, we suggested they imagine they are an ethnographer who has just discovered an ‘Embarrassed Robot’ in a specific place. The intention of this setup was to challenge the participants to both think about a subject that is fictional, whilst bringing a plausibility to their scenario by contextualizing the surrounding environment or situation. To structure the design process, the workshop was divided into two sections: 1) Story Building; 2) Modeling. Each section was split into subsections organized around reflective questions to guide participants through the process (See Figure 5). Through the Story Building session, we wanted to figure out what social interaction environments are commonly considered as the locations that generate embarrassment and the role of the robot. With the Modeling session, we wanted the participants to consider what forms would be appropriate for a social and emotional robot. By

![Table 1: The workshop was divided into two sessions: Lecture Session and Design Session](image-url)
responding to tasks, our objective was to allow participants to question whether a robot’s embarrassment displays need to follow the human’s processes, or could be different.

At the beginning of Modeling section, the two designers from the Lecture session gave a short introduction to the workshop materials that participants could use for prototyping. Diverse prototyping materials were provided to encourage the participants to freely illustrate their ideas on the machine’s form and emotional expression. The materials included general stationery (e.g., papers, pens, scissors, cutters, and glues); basic prototyping materials (e.g., tapes, fabrics, wires, play-dough, balloons); basic electronics (e.g., motors, LEDs and batteries); smart materials (e.g., thermochromic paint and ink); mechanical prototyping materials (e.g., laser cut acrylic wheels); materials from recycling (e.g., plastic cups, tights, wooden sticks). The designers provided support to participants during the design session together, especially for dealing with materials and their idea generation. The design session ended with a short presentation from each group (5 mins/group) including a demonstration of their prototype.

3.2.4 Round-table Discussion. After the presentation session, participants were encouraged to participate in a 30-minute round-table discussion. This was a critical part of the workshops, since participants could share their thoughts on the social, political and ethical concerns around current robotics, 'human-likeness' in 'nonhuman-like' objects, and the benefits of affective signals of robots, etc. We also used this discussion to gather the participants’ feedback on their experience of the process. An email after the workshop provided a channel for any additional feedback which could not be mentioned during the discussion session due to the time limit. Four participants replied they had a generally positive experience, and two commented that reducing the facilitators’ involvement during the round-table discussion would give the participants more chance to speak.

4 OUTCOMES

4.1 Their Embarrassed Robots: The Returned Probes

Twenty-two prototype images were returned. No time limit was applied for releasing and receiving back the cultural probes. Seven images were sent via emails; Thirteen prototype images were collected through the drop-in making sessions (three from the museum session, ten from the art gallery session); two were returned by Instagram. Three images were excluded from the analysis since the prototypes were made by participants under the age of 16 and outside the scope of our ethics committee approval. Respondents’ backgrounds were generally not stated, since more than half of them were from the art gallery session who are working or researching in the fields of art, design and computer science. All returned cultural probes were also published on the project’s Instagram account to share with the broader public.

The nineteen cultural probes returned were diverse but there were also some obvious similarities between design. For the making process, people tended to use just one pattern to build the robots: 10 robots were built through one net only; seven robots were constructed with two or more nets. A few prototypes were made with other materials. One cultural probe was a written statement, not a physical prototype. The majority of people drew on the pattern to illustrate their robots. Half of the submitted designs had additional materials such as sticks, balloons, colored papers or acrylic shapes.

Nine robots used some form of physical similarity to humans, such as a face, eyes, legs, arms, a mouth, internal organs and body structures. Only three robots took the shape of a specific non-human object: a ball, a flower and a fruit basket. Seven prototypes...
behavior); 3) making small mistakes (e.g., spilling ketchup, being late, bringing a wrong item, got stuck in a space, wetting itself); 4) no external cause (e.g., innate shyness). There was one answer which rejected the basic premise of the exercise:

“How is a robot embarrassed if they have no emotions”

4.2 Robots Do Blush! Design Outcomes from the Workshop

For the pre-task, the images addressing the first statement, ‘something that they find embarrassing’, were delivering situations involving small accidents that could happen in everyday life. Six submitted images were: (a) an angry person during a protest; (b) being late; (c) mistakenly entering onto a bus lane while driving; (d) spilling red wine on a white shirt; (e) nose-picking; (f) falling down in a public space. The responses to the second statement, ‘something that another person finds embarrassing’, showed a broader meaning of being an observer of embarrassment. Seven images were about: (g) an English flag; (h) when a person cannot understand what the other person says; (i) being in a sauna; (j) falling down in public space; (k&i) politicians and their unnatural activities; (m) wetting oneself.

Figure 6: One of the cultural probes: This probe was returned with all tasks completed as well as the three questions. The design of robot consisted of three paper patterns (two cubes and one pyramid) which were stacked in a similar formation to a shape of human physique. The robot has human-like facial features (e.g., eyes, nose, mouth, tongue, ears). The robot displays embarrassment through the tongue out behavior as well as showing its internal structure. The robot is placed on the floor and surrounded by a body of water. The participant described that the robot is embarrassed because it wet itself.

have abstract forms, such as distorted shapes of the given patterns, combined with other materials, or simply the constructed net without any modification.

Human-like facial expressions seemed to be the dominant approach to signaling embarrassment. For example, Six people used eye expressions (tearful or sad eyes, smiley eyes, looking up eyes). Six used mouth shapes such as wiggly mouth, open mouth or tongue out expression. Facial blushing was also shown in one prototype. Four designs used color changes to signal emotion. One prototype used changes in the size and volume of the physical body as a signal, and two robots had no expression (i.e., no additional materials, drawings or figure changes).

Most participants provided some written explanation of the cause of embarrassment rather than putting their robot in a particular environment. In the drop-in workshops participants offered verbal or written descriptions and people who sent photos of the robot over email or Instagram also provided written descriptions.

Together with the descriptions and the illustrated situations of the probes, we can summarize the designs as falling into four general categories based on the rationale provided for the robot’s embarrassment: 1) noticing stigma or difference (e.g., facial spot, wobbly legs, no lips, different language, being naked, exposure of body part); 2) failing to realize the desire (e.g., wrongly forming the specific shape, desire to be different object, exposure of personal

Figure 7: Two design outcomes of Group 1: (top) A robot moves constantly and leaves footprints (bottom) A robot makes non-stop vibrations
From the design session of the workshop, each group produced different roles and scenarios for embarrassment and intelligent machines. The four groups’ design scenario summaries are described below.

Group 1 designed a series of two robots to soothe humans’ embarrassment during social interactions. The robots would constantly move around and as a result produce footsteps or vibration noises. The intention was to create conversations about them, similar to the way dog owners tend to congregate whilst walking their dogs in parks (See Figure 7).

Group 2 produced a robot that acts as a representative avatar to show human embarrassment. The robot would play the role of a press secretary to a president during situations of public exposure (e.g., press conference) in order to control the spread of fake news. The robot should maintain a neutral political position from either right or left wing, however it would express emotion through sweating if a specific question would cause one particular party to be embarrassed (See Figure 8).

Group 3 presented a robot that exists to fulfill a desire to be embarrassed. The robot, a sex machine, would work for any couple who are interested in having a third party in their sex life or using ‘humiliation’ to stimulate their desires. The robot expresses embarrassment by changing its head position (i.e., bowing down as if it is bowing). (See Figure 9).

The designed robot of Group 4 was an intelligent machine that is expresses empathic embarrassment for an embarrassed human. The robot is an ATM, which makes a sound when an individual has just realized their account has not enough money. The machine would melt the bank card removing the need for the individual to get it back (See Figure 10).

The way embarrassment was envisioned as being realized varied quite widely. Group 1 said the robots are constantly moving, vibrating, making noises, or producing foot-prints once the owner has entered a social situation with any other. Group 2 indicated that the robot does not need to be able to recognize human expressions.
because it is simply an avatar of its owner. Group 3 explained how their robot realized it failed to humble the person who requested to be, by rotating the body part which creates noise. As the Group 4’s robot is installed inside of an existing machine, it a recognition of the user of the machine’s expression, also it reads the situation by the given data from the machine.

Two groups used noise making and movement as the process of manifestation (i.e., signals of embarrassment). Sweat generation, heat production and graphic production were stated as a sign by other groups.

5 DISCUSSION

Together with the returned probes, the workshop’s design outcomes and the round-table discussion produced a variety of playful, critical perspectives on the concept of embarrassed robots. In the following section, we summarize some themes that are illustrated by these outcomes and discuss the potential implications for creating an intelligent machine that can express embarrassment. To generate these themes, we created a layered data-set which includes participants’ interpretations of cultural probes, participants’ insights during the workshop (e.g., the outcome presentations, the round-table discussion), design of artifacts they produced (e.g., the illustration, the material choices), direct observations, email communications and pictures of workshop documentation. The ‘thick’ descriptions created in this way provide the background to the qualitative summary that follows.

5.1 The Role of Embarrassed Robots

The first theme emerging from the outcomes was the challenge that the concept of embarrassed robots posed for participants assumptions about how robots could or should function. In some cases this was an explicit denial of the relevance of embarrassment or emotion for robots. The majority of participants stated their previous understanding of robots’ role in our society was a machine that performs a work task as a job. Some participants mentioned a negative perception towards robots has formed due to the notion of robots as a substitute or replacement for humans. Participants reported that the design process and questions helped to broaden their perspective on the possible role of the robots and the potential value of using embarrassment to deal with mistakes and to facilitate an emotional connection with humans. To a large extent this reflects the stated agenda of the cultural probes and workshop. More interesting are the diversity of scenarios and uses of embarrassment generated through this process. The alternative roles of robots through the design outcomes are discussed below:

Mitigation: Group 1 illustrated the role of the robot as a medium to ‘remove or reduce awkwardness’ in a social interaction environment. The design takes an alternative approach for applying the role of embarrassment from the workshop brief: instead of making an ‘embarrassed robot’, the idea suggests a robot that could mitigate an individual’s (i.e., the owner or operator of the robot) embarrassment by creating diversions or failing tasks. The approach offers a perspective on robots as a helpful third-party participant or mediator to fill or to connect a social-gap between individuals in our everyday social interactions. The outcome highlights one of the critical roles of embarrassment in Goffman’s argument about the impression management process, which creates intimacy among people.

Mediation: Group 2 proposed a robot as a 'Social Avatar' of an individual who controls the robot (i.e., the owner). The role of the avatar is to prevent the formulation of fake news by removing the ability of a third party to misread the social behaviors of its owner. The Social Avatar as a concept has gathered attention from not only the study of VR/AR but also the social media industry. For example, Facebook [28] has shown interest in using the concept of the Social Avatar for improving their communication platform. In this design scenario, embarrassment is used as a way of exposing what Goffman would characterize as a conflict between the virtual (projected) self and the (behavioral) real self but effectively reverses their roles for impression management. The design also highlights one of distinctive characteristics of embarrassment among social emotions- once it is experienced its signals are to some extent involuntary (i.e., it is expressed through either behavioral or physiological changes). The idea raises a number of interesting questions: Why would a robot function to expose the truth of the individual who is ‘hiding behind’ the robot to other people? This design tunes into the intuition that embarrassment is somehow a more authentic display of a person’s character than more discretionary emotional displays such as smiles and laughter since it represents a failure of impression management. However, this also raises the practical question of why someone would choose to expose these moments more than necessary.

Facilitation: Group 3 proposed the robot’s role as a machine that could provoke the experience of social emotions through the intention to be embarrassed or humiliated as a form of emotional or sexual satisfaction. The idea that the robot should exacerbate embarrassment, like the previous example, highlights participants perception of the potential for embarrassment to directly enhance interaction. The concept asks how embarrassment could be used in such an extreme and extended form by transforming it into a stronger form: humiliation. This questions Goffman’s precept that people work to avoid embarrassment and underlines the limitations of a naïve concept of emotions such as embarrassment as ‘good’ or ‘bad’ independently of the diversity of forms of human social encounter. Emotional displays of all kinds can always be co-opted as
resources for staging particular kinds of interaction; a robot assisted production of the *mise en scène*. This opens up some interesting possibilities: In what other situations would we want a machine to help us perform a social emotion? What kind of signals could the robot display as embarrassment, as a way of showing its failure to deliver a task? What other emotional engagements could be facilitated by a robot?

*Displaying Empathy:* Group 4 focused on embarrassment as a core cause of empathetic identification in social experience, and applied that to the robot design scenario. By showing the empathetic reaction to the embarrassed individuals, the robot could build a sense of ‘we-ness’ (i.e., “sense of the state of the bond”) [80], with the individuals. Lofland [59] described Goffman [35]’s view on experiencing social emotions in social interaction as a process for individuals to recognize the existence of others who share the empathetic understanding of what they have felt. An example that shows the vital impact of recognizing the state of the bond in social interaction can be found from a study by Carrère et al. [10], which discusses the critical relationship between the level of sensing “we-ness” and material stability in newlywed couples. The concept offered a critical thought about the role of the Embarrassed Robot as a ‘consolidator’ who could share in our everyday social interactions through involvement with social emotions, which Lofland referred as “[...]the most fundamental and painful social experiences”.

### 5.2 The Form and Signal of ‘Human-like’ Robots

A variety of approaches to the forms and signals that could communicate a machine’s embarrassment were observed. For the appearance of the robot, most of the workshop participants designed a form of non-human object (e.g., box shape or organic form) or applied their thinking to an existing machine, while one group used a human-like physicality. Among the non-human object robots, only one workshop outcome used representations of human body parts and movements in their design. Although most of returned probes featured human-like characteristics, none of them suggested a humanoid shaped robot. The limited use of humanoid shapes in the design explorations shows that the robot’s ‘human-likeness’ is not dependent on the physical design mimicking the human form.

People tend to illustrate the signals of embarrassment through changes in either movement, facial features, color or noise. This result indicates that the physical or behavioral change between the non-embarrassed and embarrassed state is key to the robot’s signaling of embarrassment. This points to the importance of the dynamics of robots embarrassment displays. This is because, embarrassment has distinct expressive characteristics among social emotions: with particular movements and posture changes that signal the temporary displacement of the primary activity.

We also attempted to identify which forms and signals might contribute towards human-like aesthetics of objects without employing an actual human body, or body parts. We found a common theme that was mentioned throughout the outcomes, which would allow participants to perceive an object as ‘alive’: *at least one human characteristic feature or function*. However these could be minimal.

Some workshop participants mentioned that two dots on an object could be seen as human eyes, which creates the perception that the object is similar to a human. Across most of the returned probes there was a second common theme - instead of applying multiple human-like physical features, people tended to use one or two, only. The majority of the workshop participants also spoke about voice (i.e., speaking or narrative function) from a machine (e.g., navigator, robots from fictional films) could deliver ‘human-likeness’ without presenting a physical body.

The discussion about the ‘humanlike’ signals of the robots did not reach a single conclusion but highlighted a theme of ‘mobility’ as a behavior or function of the machine which was seen within most of design outcomes.

### 5.3 Discovering A New Role for Embarrassment

Arguably robots, like people, will always encounter social situations that are too complex or too unfamiliar for them to deal with perfectly. If we abandon the fantasy of prefect competence we create new opportunities for the design of human-robot interactions. This proposal is analogous to Chalmers’ concept of “seamful design” which recognizes that technologies always fail to some extent but that these failures create opportunities for design [11]. Here the ‘seams’ of interest are the opportunities created by temporary breakdowns in social interaction. Embarrassment plays a fundamental role in these breakdowns but it has not so far been exploited in affective robotics.

The outcomes reported here demonstrate the potential of embarrassment not only as a recognition of ‘error’ and strategy for mitigation and graceful failure but also as an important resource for building trust and empathy in HRI, one that can be used to mediate and facilitate new kinds of interaction. They demonstrate the pervasive relevance of embarrassment in interaction and the diversity of social situations in which it could play a role as a way of recognizing the impact of social norms. The ATM machine, mentioned earlier as an outcome of the workshop, suggests how another party’s signals of embarrassment effectively communicates a kind of solidarity with the embarrassed individual. Although vicarious embarrassment has been discussed in the fields of psychology and neuroscience (e.g., [53, 54]), the positive emotional engagement between the embarrassed individual and others who express vicarious embarrassment have not been recognized in design or robotics literatures. Robots with the capacity to recognize and respond to embarrassment signals from others can exploit this to help build acceptance and promote stronger human-robot relationships. People typically bond more quickly and more strongly with others who show empathy [75].

More fundamentally, Cooley [14]’s concept of the Looking-Glass Self proposes that the process of formulating a self-concept depends primarily on the reaction of others. This informs Goffman’s argument about the importance of embarrassment as an essential part of the foundations of social interaction. We speculate that embarrassment will prove to be pivotal for the development of truly social robots. Moments of embarrassment expose the assumed basis of intersubjectivity and uncover the social norms operating in a particular relationship, community or culture. This provides robotic
systems with opportunities not just to mitigate errors but to build increasingly sophisticated models of the social world and update their models of their own social identities.

6 LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK

Although speculative design provides useful ways to explore novel concepts and provoke debate it does not systematically generalize and does not generate design principles. This discussion also raises many technical and practical questions not least of which are how we could actually engineer a system that can recognize, produce and learn from signals of embarrassment.

The return rate of the cultural probes was low (see also [37]). Despite over 300 copies of each patterns being given away, we only received 9 images through the channels we had specified for return (i.e., email and Instagram). Thirteen images were collected in the drop-in making sessions. The situational environments were also often neglected in the images. Although the drop-in session helped to increase the number of returns, the participants tended to take a photo of the prototype without considering the background context within which it is supposed to be placed in order to deliver the cause of embarrassment. The workshop also had a relatively low attendance. The registration was free but there was a limit on venue capacity, people who registered did not cancel their place in advance, which potentially contributed to the lower attendance result. With more participants, we would expect a greater variety of ideas and more insightful findings through the different backgrounds and knowledge they would bring to the workshop.

Our findings suggest the potential of employing embarrassment as a constructive social emotion for affective robotics. Through the findings we have identified the possible roles, forms and signals of the Embarrassed Robots. Based on the outcomes, we aim to further explore the possible physical design of the Embarrassed Robots and better illustrate future scenarios on how life might look if domestication of the robots becomes mainstream.

7 CONCLUSION

Social interaction is one of the most complex challenges for robotics and robots will inevitably sometimes fail to meet these challenges. Signals of embarrassment can help robots to cope with these situations and to enlist help. However, embarrassment has not yet played a significant role in engineering human-robot interactions. Speculative design provides a way to address some key questions about the future potential of embarrassment for HRI. What roles could embarrassed robots play in our daily lives? What forms and signals of robot embarrassment could communicate the emotion? And what form and signal of a robot could be perceived as close to a ‘human-like’ machine? This work opens a diverse set of possibilities as to why such a robot would be useful in our social interactions - for removing awkwardness, replacing the human as a form of embarrassment defense, providing empathetic connections and also generating embarrassment as a desired emotion. One point which is common to all the design ideas is that an Embarrassed Robot would create a better impression and therefore help to successfully integrate robotics into human life. Social, political and ethical implications are also highlighted (e.g., fake news, sex robots, the possibility and legitimacy of empathetic reactions from a machine, etc.). The simplest forms and signals of robot embarrassment exploit characteristics of human displays of human embarrassment. However, a robot’s appearance does not need to adopt a humanoid form. People can perceive a robot as human-like even on the basis of a single characteristic: the characteristics do not need to be a physical appearance - for example the ability to speak would be sufficient. From the analysis of our studies, we argue that the answer to the question in the title of this paper is *Robots Should Blush.*
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